W hi t e Pap e r - The Essential Steps of Transformational
Coaching for Corporate Executives
By Brian Gast, President of Quadrant Corp

It doesn’t matter what lens we look through — the lens of those that go from good to great, the
lens of zero to great in exciting new industries, or the lens of those that prevail in adversity and
last 100 years — one lesson stands out: Whether you prevail or fail, endure or die, whether you
make it onto the Fortune 500, and whether you stay there, depends more on what you do to
yourself than on what the world does to you.
Jim Collins from a May 2008 Fortune Magazine article.

Executive Summary
Businesses today spend millions of dollars coaching their executives. Some of these executives are
high-potential employees, some are in need of remedial development, and some are in transition
to new roles or environments.
Executive coaching is clearly generating results. What is not working is how these investments are
being tracked and sustained — are companies getting a return on their coaching dollar? Is this
coaching just surface-level or is it providing long-lasting, substantial, and sustainable change?
What follows is a summary of how Quadrant Corp. produces transformational change, for
obtaining a real return on executive development investment that provides deep-level,
sustainable change.
The step-by-step explanation shows how each phase is integral to the development of mature,
conscious leaders. The process follows these seven steps:
1) Establishing trust. An essential, primary step in the process.
2) Data collection. The different instruments used to obtain and provide quantifiable indicators
3) Goal setting. A key part of the structured process.
4) Establishing the coaching team. Getting members from their working environment
involved
5) The coaching techniques. An extensive and multi-disciplinary list.
6) Coaching fieldwork. The executive’s required “homework”.
7) Executive feedback on their coach. How clients can give feedback on their Quadrant
coach.
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Quadrant’s Integrated Coaching Process
We are in a new era where fragile financial, economic, social, and environmental systems are
showing signs of weakness. Leaders will increasingly be faced with a broader set of external
challenges that require mastery of themselves, especially in the critical area of human dynamics.
More than ever, corporate leaders must equip themselves with the tools and awareness they need
to do their jobs well.
High quality executive coaching today must focus on techniques that do more than bring about
surface-level change. They must facilitate fundamental shifts in leaders that are transformational.
The current focus in leadership development on skill development and behavioral changes represent
horizontal changes. Changes in belief systems, changes in the way a person makes meaning from
events, and changes in self-concept are vertical, transformational changes.
The following explains step-by-step the Quadrant approach to integrated, transformational
coaching. It shows the typical scope for coaching an executive at the equivalent of a Directorlevel or above in a Fortune 1000 company. We may make some modifications to the scope to
accommodate the needs and circumstances of a particular client, but we stay as close as possible
to this structure to ensure we go to the necessary depths to achieve real change.

Step 1: Establishing Trust
The Quadrant process focuses on transformational coaching, processes that change the way a
person perceives themselves and others. Bringing about change at this level means accessing parts
of a person that are vulnerable and often heavily guarded by a person’s psyche.
That’s why building a level of trust with a client that allows the client to access and expose his or
her inner life is absolutely critical to a successful coaching engagement. Indeed, it is the first step
in any engagement.

Example: “David” was an executive of a Fortune 1000 firm. Among his many
accomplishments he had finished fifth in his class at a well-known law school
and had 20+ years experience with large corporations. However, his past work
with a coach had failed to temper his intensity or help him build better
relationships. Why? We discovered that his prior coach had unintentionally
communicated with his boss without clearing it with him first, breaking the
sanctity and therefore effectiveness of the coach/client relationship. In short,
he had lost trust.

Container building
Trust gets built with intention and process. It is the key ingredient to a process we call “container
building”. A tight container can handle the sometimes difficult, often vulnerable truths that,
when expressed, lead to the root of issues.
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At Quadrant, we build trust on two levels.

Level 1 - define
The clear definition of the relationship the coach has with the client and the client’s boss is integral
to establishing trust. Many consultants come into coaching engagements mistrusted from the
outset because they have aligned themselves too closely with the boss.
We structure our engagements so that the coach does not feed any content from a coaching
session to a superior. Communications with the boss focus solely on our opinions of the executive’s
growth and progress toward declared goals. From the outset, it is clear that we focus on the
individual executive being coached first and that we will not act as informants to superiors.

Level 2 - earn
In addition to their resume, credentials, and experience working in corporate environments, the
coach’s own training and personal development play an important role in eliciting the client’s
trust. Clients can trust a Quadrant coach because the coach can navigate for the client most
inner or outer territory the client needs to cover. A Quadrant coach’s ability to do this comes from
the amount of personal discovery and transformation work she has personally experienced. This
work enables the coach to both tell the client the truth about them and support them to go to a
deeper place.

Step 2: Data Collection and Ecosystem Engagement
Not having direct feedback from those who work around an executive (those in his ecosystem)
limits the effectiveness of coaching. Without it, the data collection process is influenced by the
filters of the client and the coach.
For this reason, it’s essential to engage the executive’s stakeholders in the coaching process as
early as possible.

360 Degree Feedback
The first data collection process is a 360 Degree Feedback Instrument. This instrument identifies
specific skills and how effective the executive thinks she is at using them and how effective those
around her think she is at using them. The respondents typically include ten to 12 people: one or
two bosses, two or three peers, four to six direct reports, and a few in the “other” category
(major customers, suppliers, etc.).
The instrument we use also compares these scores to a mean from a large population of other
leaders in comparable positions. Such an instrument masks the identity of the respondents,
includes self-perception scoring, and is very specific and quantitative. This often is highly credible
for clients and lets respondents be truthful.
If a client’s in-house 360 instrument has these attributes and is not more than 90 days old we
sometimes use the responses from the in-house tool.
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Stakeholder intervie ws
Concurrent with our 360 instrument, we interview a subset of the respondents. These interviews
are in person or by phone and last about 45 minutes. We customize the questions we ask all
interviewees. The questions are designed to get a sense of the impact the client is having on other
people, the nature of the relationships he has, his strong skills and his areas of skill and/or awareness
development. Feedback is compiled in a way that highlights themes and captures examples with
out attributing comments to individuals — we go to great lengths to ensure anonymity for all
responders.
Interviews also put key members of the client’s ecosystem on notice that the client is on a path of
change. These processes invite candid input from people affected by the client.
The interview process also allows the coach to develop a direct relationship with those he is
interviewing. We often check in with interviewees at various times during the coaching engagement
to see how the client is showing up and collect more “live” data related to his performance.

Step 3: Goal Setting
Coaching only works if the client is clear with herself, the people in her ecosystem, and her coach
on the results she wants. We recommend setting one or two clear and focused goals for every
six-month period of coaching.
The goals flow directly from the results of the 360 Degree Feedback Instrument and the
stakeholder interviews.

Some sample goals
I effectively surface and manage conflict – I address tension, misalignment,
or disconnection with others on a timely basis and turn conflict into deeper
connections where possible. I use tools for self-understanding to be empathetic
and enforce boundaries. I hold myself and others accountable for their
actions and commitments.
I am a trusted leader and teammate – I make and keep clear agreements, my
motives are transparent, I appropriately yet fully disclose data that is influencing
my choices, as appropriate. I let others see my vulnerability in order to build
stronger relationships. People know I am committed to what I say and my
words and energy are congruent.
Notice goals are written as affirmative statements as though the behavior has already occurred. This
puts attention on positive action, allows everyone to track this desired behavior, and helps reduce
the temptation to hold onto past negative or ineffective behavior.
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The coach’s job is to distill the results of the feedback and combine this with his observations of
the client from initial meetings. This distillation process allows the coach to guide the client as
she takes in the feedback, processes it to understand how the perceptions of others relate to her
behavior, and determines what is most important to work on. A coach helps interpret comments
and feedback survey data.
We look at these goals during our first coaching session and do an exercise called “Interviewing
the Risk Manager”. This process looks at prospective change and our natural, yet unconscious,
resistance to it. It is important for a client to see how negative patterns of behavior may be
serving them at some level before beginning to eliminate the patterns.

Step 4: Developing the Coaching Team and Checkpoints
Just as it is important to set clear goals, we want to make sure that key bosses, board members,
human resource, or talent managers are included in the coaching process. This team is a subset of
the ecosystem. Their buy-in to the goals and the coaching process is important — they learn how
they can support change in the client and encourage others in the ecosystem to support the client
as he works on changing the way he gets things done.
We suggest three checkpoint meetings of this team during a six-month engagement.

Start: Team Meeting I
This meeting is used to confirm that the goals the client has set are clear and are the most important
areas of focus for his development as a leader This meeting is often a good time for everyone
to disclose what they are working on or perhaps share stories of what work they have done in
the past in order to build empathy and mutual support in a process of continuous learning and
improvement.

Month 3: Team Meeting II
The team talks about the client’s progress and the feedback they are getting from others regarding
the client. Goals for the next three months are refined. This is a wonderful opportunity to anchor
in any positive changes that have been made and leave old issues, conflicts, and behaviors behind.

Month 6: Team Meeting III
The team talks about the client’s progress, a development plan post-coaching, perhaps further
coaching work, and related goals.
Each of these meetings is led by the client. The client offers his own assessment of where things should
go and progress made toward goals. The client asks for specific feedback — positive and developmental
— from other participants. The coach offers his assessment of progress and suggestions on how the
client’s teammates can support further change or integration of new behaviors.
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Step 5: The Coaching Sessions
The Quadrant coaching processes can be sorted into three categories: 1) reframe, 2) self-mastery,
and 3) skillful means.

Reframe
A critical part of effective coaching is changing perspective or shifting the paradigm in order to
see new options. New perspectives or a “reframe” leads to new ways of looking at old problems.
It allows us to solve problems at different levels than the ones at which they were created.
To facilitate a reframe we use a process called “Shadow Work” developed by personal growth
pioneer Cliff Barry1 . This process allows a person metaphorically to step out of their inner or outer
life, observe their life situation, and use processes to make changes. With Shadow Work we facilitate
a reframe by helping the client see “shadows” that drive behavior and responses to increases in
vulnerability. When viewed through the shadow side of ourselves the world looks very different —
often clearer. We are then able to address the points of resistance inside ourselves and make better choices.
The term shadow is similar to the Jungian concept of the “personal shadow” — on a simplified
level this is akin to a blind spot. Our shadow contains the parts of ourselves that we don’t like and
even deny. These unconscious drivers are powerful influences in our lives, yet we don’t even know
they are at work.
This part of our coaching process is one of the sources of “ah ha’s” and transformation. Here a
client holds old beliefs (some of which she didn’t know she had) up to the light and examines
them. How are these beliefs serving me? Do I want to risk challenging them in order to get
something I really want? This insight also allows them to see the impact they are having on
others.

Self-Mastery
Leadership maturity begins with self-understanding, which then leads to self-mastery. By selfmastery we mean a person’s ability to be more present to themselves and the world around them
in order to make more aware, informed, and effective choices.
In this part of the coaching process, we help our clients understand their inner landscape and their
“personal lens”: The collection of beliefs that influence the way they perceive the world around
them and make meaning from external events (i.e., their values and ways of interpreting). We are
guides to helping clients understand their inner landscape, the way they process information so
they leave the coaching process with a “User’s Guide” to themselves.
We introduce them to key conscious and unconscious parts or aspects of themselves. Mastery over
these will move them closer to their coaching goals. We often use a model and process called
“Voice Dialogue” developed by therapists Hal and Sidra Stone2 over 35 years ago to help improve
relationships. Mastery comes through conscious relationships with various parts or voices that
make up the self.

1

Barry, Cliff. “What Is Shadow Work?” Shadow Work. 28 May 2008. Shadow Work Seminars Inc. 8 July 2008.
<http://www.shadowwork.com/about.html - what>
2

Stone, Hal and Sidra. “The Basic Elements of Voice Dialogue, Relationship, and the Psychology of Selves.
” Voice Dialogue International. Voice Dialogue International. 8 July 2008.
< http://www.delos-inc.com/Reading_Room/Articles/1/index.htm>
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Skillful Means
High-performing executives are typically continuous learners. They like to learn new approaches
and models. We believe that integrated coaching involves engaging the intellect as well as the
emotional and unconscious aspects of a person. Models provide maps for sorting and retaining
information for clients who may be new to personal development work or simply like visual
structures when learning new concepts.
One model we use to teach empathy and conflict management is Marshall Rosenberg’s “NonViolent Communication” (NVC)3. NVC uses a four-step process for relating to others through
establishing an emotional connection and offering empathy. It also focuses attention on the
core unmet personal needs of the client and the people with which the client is in dialogue. NVC
brings awareness to how sharing judgments can put others on the defensive. It also asks us to
communicate how we are feeling and what needs are unmet in us when others act in certain
ways. Finally, the model encourages us to make clear requests.
To work live dilemmas and gain new perspective we use the Four Gateways Model developed
by Tom Daly4. This model is based on the four archetypes that Carl Jung identified and was later
used to develop the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). The model is a simple way to surface and
characterize key internal parts of a client to increase self-understanding. Like most of the tools
we use to guide transformational change, they are taught to the client so she can use the tool
for self-coaching in the future.

Step 6: Fieldwork
Coaching is more effective than a personal growth training or week-long leadership development
program because coach and client have the opportunity to apply new insights and tools to reallife situations. Fieldwork allows the client to do an “eco-check” to see how new behaviors, ways
of being, or ways of seeing play out in his environment and to integrate internal shifts. Future
coaching sessions can be used to address any backsliding that occurs and to break old, entrenched
patterns.
Every coaching session ends with an assignment to observe or act on something that will help
integrate new understanding. Every session begins with assessing how the client did with his
fieldwork. We ask about what they learned and anchor in finer distinctions and new learning by
helping the client clarify what happened when he tried something out.
Fieldwork is an opportunity to practice new tools, clean up collateral damage in relationships, or
simply increase self-awareness. Examples of fieldwork include reading an article that relates to a
coaching session or the client’s goals or committing to following through on a conversation with
a direct report or other colleague.

3

Rosenberg, Marshall. “Conflict Resolution.” Nonviolent Communication. Puddle Dancer Press. 8 July 2008.
< http://www.nonviolentcommunication.com/aboutnvc/conflict_resolution.htm>
4

Daly, Tom. “The 4 Gateways.” 4 Gateways Coaching. 2004. 4 Gateways Coaching. 8 July 2008. <http://
www.4gatewayscoaching.com/gateways.htm>
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Accountability Partner
The benefits of fieldwork can only be realized if the client does it. We ask all our clients to engage
an Accountability Partner to support and challenge him and provide an opportunity for the client
to process learnings from the fieldwork outside his coaching sessions. We provide clients with
criteria for selecting an Accountability Partner and a protocol to be used in their weekly “check-ins”
with his partner.
The combination of fieldwork and an Accountability Partner provide live situations and real world
feedback for the client, excellent fodder for coaching sessions, and continuity from one session to
the next. The client’s ecosystem is highly engaged in the process of growth and change. This is not
an insular, secret or intellectual exercise.

Step 7: Coach Evaluations
We focus on our own accountability and act as models for our clients. We make sure we start and
end our coaching sessions on time, send follow-up material in a timely fashion, offer direct feedback when asked, and are prepared for our work with clients.
Clients have at least two formal opportunities to give feedback on our coaches:
1) After 30 days (typically just after the 360 debrief/goal setting meeting)
2) After six months of coaching. In many engagements we collect feedback after the first
three months of coaching.
This feedback is brief, simple and offers the client an opportunity to set and maintain high
standards and expectations of our coaches and the coaching process. We ask for feedback on
the standards we hold for ourselves but also on how the process is working so we can make
any necessary course corrections.

Step 8: The Final 360
The final measure of success involves returning to the beginning of the process and comparing
leadership effectiveness before and after the coaching process. We typically do this after 12
months of coaching. Enough time has passed to solidify new patterns and perceptions of
members of the ecosystem.
Given the Coaching Team meetings and occasional coach check-ins with 360 respondents
along the way, there should be few surprises in the results of the 360 degree feedback. The
chief benefit is the participation of members from the broad ecosystem and to obtain an
objective measurement of progress. This discipline and accountability caps off a coaching
engagement with a final degree of professionalism and measurability.
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Timeframe and location
Coaching programs work best within a specific time period that focuses on
current issues. This allows the executive to integrate new behavior in a real
working environment.
Most coaching programs are from six to 12 months. Although not always
the case, the more senior the executive, the longer the engagement tends to
be. This is because issues tend to get more complex at higher levels.
Short coaching programs often yield a low return on investment, as
coaching that lasts less than six months does not allow enough time for
real change.
Quadrant coaching programs follow an every-other-week meeting schedule.
Meetings take place in person if location permits. If client schedules allow,
we encourage our clients to come to our offices. It provides a neutral
location away from the office where the executive can relax and feel
more open.
In the case of out-of-town clients or scheduling conflicts, coaching sessions
take place over the phone. Face-to-face meetings still take place every six
to eight weeks. These in-person meetings last between three and four hours
with regular meetings lasting 90 minutes.
It is important not to allow more than two weeks between coaching sessions,
as this will adversely affect the development process.

Brian Gast
Brian Gast launched Quadrant Corp in 2001 after meeting other corporate leaders like him who
were looking for something more than the typical weekend or weeklong training workshops.
Quadrant provides individual coaching and team facilitation to clients who range from those on
the Fortune 1000 - such as Roche Pharmaceuticals, Cisco Systems, and The Walt Disney Company
- to mid-sized, regional companies.
Through its relationship with YPO-WPO (previously Young Presidents’ Organization), an organization for people who find themselves in the CEO chair before the age of 40, Quadrant works with
high-achieving, mid-life executives navigating personal and professional transitions.
Before founding Quadrant, Brian helped co-found a publicly traded telecom services company. He
was CEO of this company for more than seven years. After this success, he went on to co-found
and lead two other companies. This personal experience has proven invaluable to the coaching
techniques and approaches Quadrant’s coaches provide today.
Brian now dedicates his life to bridging the gap between the world of personal growth and the
highly demanding
professional demands on business leaders today. In total, he has worked over 20 years in executive positions in a
number of companies and studied leadership for over 30 years.
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Learn more…
To learn more about Quadrant’s clients, Associate Coaches, and program offerings visit
www.quadcoach.com. You may also want to call Brian Gast today to do a side-by-side
comparison on your current coaching processes and Quadrant’s approach.
If you would like to speak directly with Brian, call (303) 707-1340 or email him at
bgast@quadcoach.com.
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